Assessing the variation and genetic architecture of asparagine content in wheat: What can plant breeding contribute to a reduction in the acrylamide precursor?
A large genetic variation, moderately high heritability, and promising prediction ability for genomic selection show that wheat breeding can substantially reduce the acrylamide forming potential in bread wheat by a reduction in its precursor asparagine. Acrylamide is a potentially carcinogenic substance that is formed in baked products of wheat via the Maillard reaction from carbonyl sources and asparagine. In bread, the acrylamide content increases almost linearly with the asparagine content of the wheat grains. Our objective was, therefore, to investigate the potential of wheat breeding to contribute to a reduction in acrylamide by decreasing the asparagine content in wheat grains. To this end, we evaluated 149 wheat varieties from Central Europe at three locations for asparagine content, as well as for sulfur content, and five important quality traits regularly assessed in bread wheat breeding. The mean asparagine content ranged from 143.25 to 392.75 mg/kg for the different wheat varieties, thus underlining the possibility to reduce the acrylamide content of baked wheat products considerably by selecting appropriate varieties. Furthermore, a moderately high heritability of 0.65 and no negative correlations with quality traits like protein content, sedimentation volume and falling number show that breeding of quality wheat with low asparagine content is feasible. Genome-wide association mapping identified few QTL for asparagine content, the largest explaining 18% of the genotypic variance. Combining these QTL with a genome-wide prediction approach yielded a mean cross-validated prediction ability of 0.62. As we observed a high genotype-by-environment interaction for asparagine content, we recommend the costly and slow laboratory analysis only for late breeding generations, while selection in early generations could be based on marker-assisted or genomic selection.